
Decision Procedures for IntuitionisticPropositional Logic by Program ExtractionKlaus WeichMathematisches Institut der Universit�at M�unchen, Theresienstr. 39,D{80333 M�unchen, Germany; tel: +49 89 2394 4417;email: weich@rz.mathematik.uni-muenchen.deAbstract. We present two constructive proofs of the decidability of in-tuitionistic propositional logic by simultaneously constructing either acounter{model or a derivation. From these proofs, we extract two pro-grams which have a sequent as input and return a derivation or a counter{model. The search tree of these algorithms is linearly bounded by thenumber of connectives of the input. Soundness of these programs followsfrom giving a correct construction of the derivations, similarly to Hudel-maier's work [7]; completeness from giving a correct construction of thecounter{models, inspired by Miglioli, Moscato, and Ornaghi [8].1 IntroductionIntuitionistic proofs can be considered as programs together with their veri�-cation. Consequently intuitionistic logic is a method for developing correct pro-grams. To demonstrate the advantage of this approach, we construct two theoremprovers for the propositional part by extracting them from a decidability proof.Taking up Fitting's [2] completeness proof, Underwood [12] outlined how adecidability proof could be implemented in a formal system like Nuprl. Forthis, she proved that each set of sequents either contains a provable one or hasa Kripke model so that each sequent is refuted at a certain node. The sequentsthemselves correspond to the nodes of a tableau. The proof is by induction onthe number of formulas which can be added to the set of sequents, correspondingto a tableau rule. Underwood's extracted program has a sequent as input andreturns a derivation or a counter{model. Her program uses a loop{check andtries to construct bottom{up a repetition{free derivation in a sequent calculus,similarly to the decision procedure already given by Gentzen [3].To avoid a loop{check, contraction{free sequent calculi were introduced byHudelmaier [6] and Dyckho� [1], rediscovering the work of Vorob'ev [13]. Themain idea of their completeness proof is that every derivation in a sequent cal-culus can be transformed so that every left premise of a left rule for implication(L-� in our notation below) is either an axiom or the conclusion of a right rule(R-: : :). Formalising their proof would be a thankless and hard task. Fortunately,Miglioli, Moscato, and Ornaghi [8] gave an alternative completeness proof of asimilar system by constructing a Kripke model. Hudelmaier developed his cal-culus further and gave an O(n logn){space algorithm [7].



In Sect. 4, we give a new proof of the decidability of the intuitionistic propo-sitional logic. For this, we show that for every sequent there is a derivation ora counter{model. We simultaneously construct a derivation, taking up Hudel-maier's approach [7], or a counter{model, simplifying Miglioli, Moscato, andOrnaghi's idea [8]. The extracted algorithm has a sequent as input and returns aderivation or a counter{model. The height of the search tree of this algorithm islinearly bounded by the number of logical connectives of the input. Indeed, ouralgorithm restricted to derivability coincides with Hudelmaier's [7]. In addition,our algorithm terminates faster than the algorithms for refutability presentedby Pinto and Dyckho� [9] and Hudelmaier [4, 5], the search tree of which is onlyexponentially bounded.In Sect. 5, we describe how the counter{models constructed during the searchcan be used to prune the search space.In Sect. 6, we present an alternative proof of decidability. The algorithm de-scribed by this proof is completely di�erent. Whereas the algorithm of Sect. 4examines the premise A of implications A � B in the left{hand side of the se-quents, the one of Sect. 6 looks at the right{most conclusion P of the implicationsA0 � : : : � An � P and selects this formula only if the right{hand side of thesequent coincides with P , similarly to the search strategy of Prolog. This al-gorithm turns out to be faster with sequents which are hard on the algorithmpresented in Sect. 4; and vice versa. Thus it might be useful to have severalalgorithms.Since our proof is rather simple and elementary, formalising this approachseems promising. Indeed the�{fragment is formalised in the systemMinlog [10].2 NotationWe use P , Q to denote atomic formulas and A, B; : : : to denote formulas. For-mulas are generated by atomic formulas, the falsum ?, implications A � B,conjunctions A ^ B, and disjunctions A _ B. Negation :A is treated as an ab-breviation for A � ?. Lists of formulas are denoted by � , � and sequents by� ) A.To avoid some parentheses, we write A � B � C instead of A � (B � C),A ^ B � C instead of (A ^ B)� C, and A _ B � C instead of (A _ B)� C.2.1 Counter{ModelsFor an introduction to Kripke models, see e.g. Troelstra and van Dalen [11]. AKripke model K is a tripel (K;�;), where K is a non{empty set of worldsdenoted by k. We list the properties we need:{ k 6 ?.{ k  A ^ B i� k  A and k  B.{ k  A _ B i� k  A or k  B.{ k  A�B i� k0  A implies k0  B for all k0 � k.



{ If k  A and k0 � k then k0  A (monotonicity).We extend the relation  in a natural way to lists and write k  � if k  Afor each A 2 � .Since k  A cannot be assumed to be decidable, we have to specialise oursemantics. A Kripke tree is a non{empty, �nite, and �nitely branching tree, thenodes of which are labelled by �nite sets L of atomic formulas. We use (L; ~K)to denote such a node, where ~K are its successors. A Kripke tree de�nes a tripel(K;�;) by taking K as the set of the nodes, � the transitive and reexiveclosure of the successor relation, and by (L; ~K)  P i� P 2 L. A Kripke tree isa Kripke tree model if the associated tripel (K;�;) is a Kripke model.For a Kripke model K = (K;�;), we write K  A if k  A holds for eachk 2 K. For a Kripke tree model this is, by monotonicity, equivalent to \the rootnode forces A". Hence \a node (L; ~K) forces A" coincides with \a tree havingthe root (L; ~K) forces A". Furthermore, every node of a Kripke tree model is aKripke tree model itself. Thus we identify a node (L; ~K) with a tree having thatroot.A Kripke model K is a counter{model to � ) A if K  � and K 6 A. In thiscase we call the sequent � ) A refutable.We will later use the following lemmata to construct a Kripke tree modeland to compute (L; ~K)  A�B inductively.Lemma 1. (L; ~K) is a Kripke tree model i� for each K 2 ~K, K is Kripke treemodel, and K  L. utLemma 2. Let (L; ~K) be a Kripke tree model. (L; ~K)  A � B if and only if(L; ~K)  A implies (L; ~K)  B, and K  A�B for each K 2 ~K. ut2.2 DerivationsThe proofs in the following sections can easily be carried out by any notation forderivations for the intuitionistic logic. Instead of �xing a notation for derivations,we list the neccessary properties by giving some rules in Fig. 1. These ruleshave to be read constructively: for each instance of the rule, we can compute aderivation of the conclusion from derivations of all premises. In that case, we saya rule preserves derivability.3 InvertibilityIn this section, we will summarise some simple properties of propositional intu-itionistic logic so that we can focus on the essence in the next section.A rule is called invertible i� for each instance of the rule, the derivability ofthe conclusion implies that of all premises. It is well{known that most of the rulesare invertible. Although it is not hard to prove this (by induction on derivations),we will not use invertibility. Instead, we will work with a semantic notation. We



Ax�; P;�) P Efq�;?;�) AA;� ) B R-�� ) A�B �;A�B;�) A �;B;�) C L-��; A�B;�) C� ) A � ) B R-^� ) A ^B �;A;B;�) C L-^�;A ^B;�) C� ) A R-_l� ) A _B � ) B R-_r� ) A _B �;A;�) C �;B;�) C L-_�;A _B;�) C�;�) A �;A;�) B cut�;�) B �;�) B weakening�; A;�) BFig. 1.say a rule preserves refutability if for each instance, given a counter{model toone premise, we can compute a counter{model to the conclusion.Invertibility and preservation of refutability have a close connection. We sup-pose soundness for a moment. As soon as we have proved completeness, invertibil-ity will imply preservation of refutability. As soon as we have proved decidability,preservation of refutability will entail invertibility.Each rule we introduce and which preserves refutability turns out to satisfythe following stronger property, which is very easy to verify.De�nition 3. A rule preserves counter{models if for each instance, a counter{model to at least one premise is also a counter{model to the conclusion.Lemma 4. The rules R-�, R-^, L-^, and L-_ preserve counter{models. utWe will eliminate formulas of the form?�B on the left{hand side of sequents.For this, we introduce the following rule:�;�) A L-?��;?�B;�) ALemma 5. L-?� preserves derivability and counter{models. utFurthermore, proofs become slightly shorter if we replace B0 ^ B1 � C byB0 � B1 � C and B0 _ B1 � C by B0 � C and B1 � C. For this, we take thefollowing rules already introduced by Vorob'ev [13].�;B0 �B1 � C;�) A L-^��;B0 ^ B1 � C;�) A �;B0 � C;B1 � C;�) A L-_��;B0 _B1 � C;�) A



Lemma 6. L-^� and L-_� preserve derivability and counter{models. utThe following linear degree w will be used in the proof of decidability.De�nition 7. For formulas we de�new(P ) := w(?) := 0w(A �B) := 1 + w(A) + w(B)w(A ^ B) := 2 + w(A) + w(B)w(A _ B) := 3 + w(A) + w(B).For lists of formulas we de�ne w(B1; : : : ; Bn) := w(B1) + : : : + w(Bn) and forsequents w(� ) A) := w(� ) + w(A).Each instance of any premise of the rules R-�, R-^, R-_, L-_, L-?�, andL-^� has a smaller w{degree than the corresponding instance of the conclusion.This does not hold for L-_� if the instance of C is a composed formula. To avoidthis, we use the following rule:�;B � P; P � C;�) A L-S , provided P does not occur in the conclusion.�;B � C;�) ALemma 8. L-S preserves derivability and counter{models.Proof. For derivability see Hudelmaier [7]. Obviously, L-S preserves counter{models. utNow combining L-_� and L-S�;B0 � P;B1 � P; P � C;�) A L-_��;B0 _ B1 � P; P � C;�) A L-S�;B0 _B1 � C;�) Awe verify that each instance of the upper sequent has a smaller w{degree thanthe lower sequent.At �rst sight, the rule L-S appears to increase the non{determinism by re-placing one formula B � C by two formulas B � P and P � C, but, as it turnsout, the second formula will only be considered if B is derived.In general, the rules L-� and R-_ are neither invertible nor do they preserverefutability or counter{models. L-� is known to be semi{invertible, i.e. for eachinstance, the derivability of the conclusion �;A�B;�) C implies that of theright premise �;B;� ) C. We will not use this property; instead, we will usethe following property.Lemma 9. If K is a counter{model to �;B;�) C, then also to �;A�B;�)C. utIn the case that the premise of an implication is atomic and is in the left{handside already, we get the following rule(cf. Hudelmaier [6, 7] and Dyckho� [1]).�;C;�) A L-P�, provided P 2 �;��; P � C;�) A



Corollary 10. L-P� preserves derivability and counter{models.Proof. By L-� and Ax, we get that L-P� preserves derivability. Lemma 9 saysthat L-P� preserves counter{models. utThe above section can be summed up in the next lemma applying the fol-lowing de�nition, which is an extension of Dyckho�'s [1].De�nition 11. A sequent � ) A is called irreducible if � contains only atomicformulas1, or formulas of the form P �B where P is not in � , or else formulasof the form (B0�B1)�C. Furthermore, we require that A is either a disjunction,or falsum, or else an atomic formula not in � . A sequent is called reducible ifit is not irreducible.Thus a sequent � ) A is irreducible i� � ) A is neither an instance of aconclusion of one of the counter{models preserving rules introduced so far(L-Sonly if B is a disjunction and C is a composed formula), nor an instance of aconclusion of Ax and Efq. We will sometimes denote a sequent by S.Lemma 12. For each reducible � ) A one can �nd S1; : : : ;Sn such that(a) w(Si) < w(� ) A) for each i.(b) If each Si is derivable, then so is � ) A.(c) If K is a counter{model to at least one Si then also to � ) A.Proof. Case � = �0; B0^B1; �2. Let S1, S2 be the left respectively right premiseof L-^ where B0^B1 is the principal formula. (a) is obvious. (b) holds since L-^preserves derivability, and (c) holds because L-^ preserves counter{models.Case � = �0; (B0_B1)�C; �2. If C is a composed formula, then we proceedby combining L-_� and L-S as described above. If C is atomic or ?, we obtainour statement by L-_�.The remaining cases follow similarly using the corresponding rules, all ofwhich preserve counter{models. utBy a similar proof, we obtain a variant of the previous lemma, which will bemotivated in Theorem 16.Lemma 13. Let A be a disjunction and B an arbitrary formula. For each re-ducible �1; �2 ) A one can �nd S1; : : : ;Sn such that(a) The left{hand side of each Si has a smaller w{degree than �1; A�B;�2.(b) If each Si is derivable, then so is �1; A�B;�2 ) A.(c) If K is a counter{model to at least one Si then also to �1; A�B;�2 ) A.(d) Each Si is of the form �1;i; A�B;�2;i ) A. ut1 Note that ? is by de�nition not atomic.



4 Forward chainingHow can we deal with the implication in the context �;A � B;� ) C? Onetactic is to search for a derivation of �;A � B;� ) A and then to go on with�;B;�) C. This can be called forward chaining. The problem is how to enforcetermination without destroying completeness.The �rst premise �;A�B;�) A has a particular form: the right{hand sideA occurs as a premise of an implication on the left{hand side. If A is a composedformula, then, as observed by Hudelmaier, the problem can be reduced to asmaller one of the same form. For this, he introduced the rules GI2!, GI2^,and GI2_ in [7]. We rename GI2! to L2-�� and GI2^ to L2-^�. In GI2_, therule L-S is incorporated. We separate L-S and call the remaining part L2-_�.A0; �; A1 �B;�) A1 L2-���; (A0 �A1)�B;�) A0 �A1�;A0 �B;�) A0 �;A1 �B;�) A1 L2-^��;A0 ^ A1 �B;�) A0 ^ A1�;A0 �B;A1 �B;�) Ai L2-_�i, where i 2 f0; 1g�;A0 _ A1 �B;�) A0 _ A1Lemma 14. L2-�� and L2-^� preserves derivability and counter{models, L2-_� preserves derivability (only).Proof. To see that L2-�� preserves derivability, use cut and a derivation ofA0; (A0 �A1)�B ) A1 �B. To see that L2-^� preserves derivability, use cutand a derivation of (A0 �B)�A0; (A1 �B)�A1; A0 ^ A1 �B ) A0 ^ A1. Toprove that L2-_� preserves derivability, combine R-_ and L-_�.The proof that L2-�� and L2-^� preserve counter{models is easy and istherefore left to the reader. utNote that L2-_� is neither invertible nor refutability{preserving.How can we deal with the implications P � A where P is atomic? If P isin the left{hand side, we apply L-P�. What do we have to do if P is not inthe left{hand side? Then we need not consider these formulas, as the followinglemma shows. This was already observed by Vorob`ev [13], but we give a muchsimpler proof.Lemma 15. Let � ) A be an irreducible sequent. Let ~K be Kripke tree modelsso that K0  � for each K0 2 ~K, and for each formula (B0 �B1)�C in � thereis a counter{model in ~K to � ) B0 � B1. Furthermore, if A is a disjunctionA0 _ A1, then suppose that there are counter{models K0, K1 in ~K to � ) A0,� ) A1 respectively. Then K := (fP : P 2 �g; ~K) is a counter{model to � ) A.



Proof. As K0  � implies K0  fP : P 2 �g, Lemma 1 provides that K is aKripke tree model.Let D 2 � . We have to show K  D. Since � ) A is irreducible, D is eitheran atom, or an implication B � C where B is either B0 � B1, or else an atomnot in � . If D is an atomic formula, then D 2 fP : P 2 �g and hence K  D.If D = B � C, then by Lemma 2 and because of K0  � , it is su�cient to showthat K  B implies K  C. We show K 6 B. If B is an atom not in � , thenB =2 fP : P 2 �g and hence K 6 B. Otherwise B = B0 � B1 and there is a K0in ~K such that K0 6 B, implying K 6 B by monotonicity.It remains to show K 6 A. Since � ) A is irreducible, A is either an atom notin � , or ?, or an disjunction A0 _A1. In the �rst case we have A =2 fP : P 2 �gand hence K 6 A. If A = ?, then K 6 A by de�nition. Otherwise A = A0 _A1.Here there are K0;K1 2 ~K where Ki 6 Ai. By monotonicity we get K 6 A0 andK 6 A1. Hence K 6 A0 _ A1 by de�nition. utParticularly, if � ) P=? is irreducible and � does not contain formulas ofthe form (B0�B1)�C, then (fP : P 2 �g; ") is a counter{model to � ) P=?.The previous lemma is the computational content of the refutation rules� 6) B1 � C1 � � � � 6) Bn � Cn n � 0� 6) P=?� 6) B1 � C1 � � � � 6) Bn � Cn � 6) A0 � 6) A1 n � 0� 6) A0 _ A1provided that � ) P , � ) ?, and � ) A0 _ A1 respectively, are irreducible,and where (B1�C1)�D1; : : : ; (Bn�Cn)�Dn are all nested implications in � .Separating L2-�� from the rule (11) given by Pinto and Dyckho� [9], our rulescoincide with a non{multi{succedent version of theirs. While Pinto and Dyckho�work with the rules themselves, we work with the computational content of therules. Thus we do not have to construct the counter{models in a second step,unlike the approach of Pinto and Dyckho�.Now we are ready to prove the decidability of the intuitionistic propositionallogic. This will be done in part (i) of the following theorem. For the proof, wealso need part (ii). Note that in (ii) the right{hand side of the sequent does notcontribute to the w{degree.Theorem 16. Let n be any natural number.(i) Each � ) A with w(�;A) � n has either a derivation or a counter{model.(ii) Each �1; A�B;�2 ) A with w(�1; A�B;�2) � n has either a derivationor a counter{model.Proof. We proceed by simultaneous, progressive induction on n, i.e. let n begiven and we are allowed to use the induction hypothesis for (i) and (ii) forall m < n. First we prove (i), then we prove (ii). We write IH for \inductionhypothesis" .



As for (i), we proceed by case analysis on whether (1) the sequent is reducible,or (2) the sequent is an instance of Efq or Ax, or (3) the IH(ii) on the left premiseof an instance of a combination of L2-�� and L-� yields a derivation for at leastone formula (B0 � B1) � C of � , or (4) A is a disjunction and the IH(i) on atleast one premise of R-_ provides a derivation, or else the remaining case.Case 1. � ) A is reducible. Let S1; : : : ;Sn be the sequents obtained fromLemma 12. The IH(i) on each Si yields either a derivation for all Si or a counter{model to at least one Si. In the �rst case, we get a derivation of � ) A by (b) ofLemma 12. In the second case, we have already got a counter{model to � ) Aaccording to (c) of Lemma 12.Case 2. ? 2 � or A is atomic and in � . Here we get a derivation by Efq orAx respectively.Case 3. For a partition � = �1; (B0 �B1)�C; �2 the IH(ii) on B0; �1; B1 �C; �2 ) B1 yields a derivation. Here we apply L2-�� to obtain a derivation of�1; (B0 � B1) � C; �2 ) B0 � B1. Moreover, the IH(i) on �1; C; �2 ) A yieldsa derivation or a counter{model. In the �rst case, L-� provides a derivation of� ) A. In the second case, we have already got a counter{model to that sequentby Lemma 9.Case 4. A = A0 _ A1 and the IH(i) on � ) A0 or on � ) A1 yields aderivation. Here, R-_ provides a derivation of � ) A.Remaining case. For every partition � = �1; (B0 � B1) � C; �2 the IH(ii)yields a counter{model to B0; �1; B1 � C; �2 ) B1 and if A = A0 _ A1, theIH(i) on both � ) A0 and � ) A1 also yields two counter{models. Let ~K be allthese counter{models. Since L2-�� preserves counter{models, counter{modelsto B0; �1; B1 �C; �2 ) B1 are also counter{models to � ) B0�B1. Hence, byLemma 15, (fP : P 2 �g; ~K) is a counter{model to � ) A. This completes theproof of (i).As for (ii) we proceed by case analysis on the form of A.Case A atomic or ?. As we have already proved (i) for n, we can apply (i)to the sequent �1; A�B;�2 ) A.Case A = A0�A1. The IH(ii) on A0; �1; A1�B;�2 ) A1 yields a derivationor a counter{model. Since L2-�� preserves derivability and counter{models, weobtain a derivation of �1; A0 ^ A1 � B;�2 ) A0 ^ A1 or we have already got acounter{model to that sequent.Case A = A0 ^ A1. Similarly using L2-^�.Case A = A0 _ A1. Here we have to consider similar cases as in (i).Subcase 1. �1; �2 ) A is not irreducible. Let S1; : : : ;Sn be the sequentsobtained from Lemma 13. The IH(ii) on each Si yields either a derivation for allSi or a counter{model to at least one Si. We proceed as in (i) case 1.Subcase 2. ? 2 � or A is atomic and in � . Analogously to (i) case 2.Subcase 3. For a formula (C0�C1)�D of �1; �2, the IH(ii) yields a derivationas in (i) case 3. We proceeds as in (i) case 3, replacing \IH(i)" by \IH(ii)".Subcase 4a. B is atomic or ? and the IH(ii) on �1; A0 �B;A1 �B;�2 ) A0or on �1; A0 �B;A1 � B;�2 ) A1 yields a derivation. Then L2-_� provides aderivation of the sequent under consideration.



Subcase 4b. B is a composed formula and the IH(ii) on �1; A0�P;A1�P; P�B;�2 ) A0 or on �1; A0 � P;A1 � P; P �B;�2 ) A1 where P is a new atomicformula yields a derivation. Using L2-_� and L-S provides a derivation.In the remaining subcase we construct a counter{model as in (i), again re-placing \IH(i)" by \IH(ii)". utThis proof describes an algorithm returning a derivation or a counter{modelfor a sequent � ) A. The algorithm consists of two parts, say search(i) andsearch(ii). After applying bottom{up all rules preserving counter{models, if thenew sequent is not an instance of the conclusion of the rules Ax or Efq, search(i)picks up all the formulas (B0�B1)�C one after the other and applies search(ii)to B0; �1; B1�C; �2 ) B1 where � = �1; (B0�B1)�C; �2. If a derivation is re-turned for one of these sequents, search(i) is called on �1; C; �2 ) A. Otherwise,search(i) tries to apply R-_; if this does not succeed either, a counter{model isreturned.Search(ii) applies L2-�� and L2-^� until A is an atom or a disjunctionA0 _ A1. In the �rst case, search(i) is applied. In the second case, all nestedimplications are picked up as in search(i), and if this fails, L2-_� is tested (if Bis a composed formula, only in combination with L-S ). If this does not succeedeither, a counter{model is returned.Immediately, we see that the number of recursions is bounded by twice thew{degree of the input sequent. If we do not count the call of search(i) in search(ii)on the identical sequent, the number of recursions is even bounded by the w{degree of the input. Hence we obtain the following estimate.Corollary 17. If a sequent � ) A is refutable, then the algorithm describedabove returns a counter{model with height less than w(� ) A) + 1. utWhile Hudelmaier [7], and Pinto and Dyckho� [9] essentially proved com-pleteness and termination for their calculi LF, LJT� respectively, allowing oneto extract a decision algorithm for intuitionistic propositional logic, the presentwork starts o� with a proof of decidability from which one can read o� a deci-sion procedure. However, when dropping the task of producing counter{models,this decision procedure coincides with that for LF. Furthermore, if we proveddecidability using the computational contents of the rules given by Pinto andDyckho�, we would obtain an algorithm similar to that for LJT�, when droppingcounter{models, and similar to CRIP, when dropping derivations.5 Pruning the search treeIn contrast to Underwood's [12] approach, where the counter{model is con-structed after the whole search fails, the present approach constructs local coun-ter{models during the search. These local counter{models can be used to reducethe non{determinism. For example we consider (cf. Fig. 2) an irreducible se-quent (B0�B1)�B2; �; (D0�D1)�D2 ) A. To derive that sequent, we select(B0�B1)�B2 and search for a derivation of (B0�B1)�B2; �; (D0�D1)�D2 )



B0�B1. Now L2-�� reduces this to the search for B0; B1�B2; �; (D0�D1)�D2 ) B1. For simplicity, we assume that B1 is atomic and that the sequent isirreducible. Furthermore, we assume that selecting each formula (C0 �C1)�C2of � yields a counter{modelKC to B0; B1 �B2; �; (D0 �D1)�D2 ) C0 � C1:Finally we select (D0 �D1)�D2 and apply L2-�� bottom{up.D0; B0; B1 �B2; �;D1 �D2 ) D1: : : B0; B1 �B2; �;D2 ) B1B0; B1 �B2; �; (D0 �D1)�D2 ) B1: : : B2; �;Dy ) A(B0 �B1)�B2; �; (D0 �D1)�D2 ) Ay D = (D0 �D1)�D2Fig. 2.We have to search for the sequents(1a) D0; B0; B1 �B2; �;D1 �D2 ) D1,(2a) B0; B1 �B2; �;D2 ) B1, and(3a) B2; �; (D0 �D1)�D2 ) A.We assume that these sequents are irreducible. For the search we have to selecteach formula (C0 � C1)� C2 of � again, unless we have a counter{model to(1b) B0; B1 �B2; �;D0; D1 �D2 ) C0 � C1,(2b) B0; B1 �B2; �;D2 ) C0 � C1,(3b) B2; �; (D0 �D1)�D2 ) C0 � C1, respectively.Possibly KC is a counter{model to one of these sequents; we only have to checkif(1c) KC  D0,2(2c) KC  D2,(3c) KC  B2, respectively.If we do not obtain a derivation of (1a) or (2a), we have to select each formula(C0�C1)�C2 of �; (D0�D1)�D2 in order to search for either a derivation ofor a counter{model to (B0 �B1)�B2; �; (D0 �D1)�D2 ) C0 � C1. Yet, KCare counter{models to those sequents already!In other steps of the algorithm, we can proceed similarly. In this way, we canprune the search tree. To do this, we have to pass the counter{models up, left,and down, which cannot be done by a sequent calculus.2 Since KC  (D0 �D1)�D2 implies KC  D1 �D2.



Of course, in the worst case, we have to consider the whole tree in order toverify that a Kripke tree model forces a formula. Thus pruning the search treein this way does not always reduce the runtime for every kind of pruning. But ifthe formula contains no �, we only have to consider the root of a Kripke tree.Moreover, although an automatic theorem prover can handle most sequentsvery fast, an automatic theorem prover may exceed an acceptable runtime, sincedeciding intuitionistic propositional logic is PSPACE{hard. In this case an in-teractive prover may help the user by indicating which formulas he or she neednot select. Here the additional runtime of checking whether a Kripke tree modelforces a formula is almost always acceptable.6 Backward ChainingWe will now give an alternative proof of decidability. The proof is much simplerif we restrict ourselves to the �{fragment. We will do so now. In this section,formulas are only generated by atomic formulas and implications. By abuse ofnotation, we use ~A�B to denote A1� : : :�An�B, where the list ~A is possiblyempty; in this case, we identify ~A�B with B. In the �{fragment, every formulaB has the form ( ~A1�Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak�Qk)�Q for k � 0. Q is called head of B.Since R-� preseres derivability and counter{models, we only have to considersequents where the right{hand side is atomic.To derive a sequent � ) P , we want to select a formula B from the context� only if the head of B is equal to P . We call this backward chaining.We will use a generalisation of L2-^� and L2-��:~A1; �1; Q1 �Q;�2 ) Q1 : : : ~Ak; �1; Qk �Q;�2 ) Qk L3-���1; ( ~A1 �Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak �Qk)�Q;�2 ) QNote that in the case k > 1 or k = 1 and ~A1 6= ", each premise has a lowerw{degree than the conclusion. Also note that, in the �{fragment, w coincideswith the total number of �'s.Lemma 18. L3-�� preserves derivability and counter{models.Proof. To prove that L3-�� preserves derivability, we assume derivations of~Ai; �1; Qi �Q;�2 ) Qi for each i. By induction on the length of ~Ai and by L2-��, we obtain derivations of �1; ( ~Ai�Qi)�Q;�2 ) ~Ai�Qi. By induction on kand by L2-^�, we get a derivation of �1; ( ~A1�Q1)^ : : :^( ~Ak�Qk)�Q;�2 ) Q.Since ( ~A1 � Q1) � : : : � ( ~Ak � Qk) �Q ) ( ~A1 � Q1) ^ : : : ^ ( ~Ak �Qk) � Q isderivable, cut yields a derivation of �1; ( ~A1�Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak�Qk)�Q;�2 ) Q.To prove that L-�� preserves counter{models, one either proceeds in a similarway, or one proves it directly. utDe�nition 19. A formula B is a properly nested implication if B is of theform ( ~A1 �Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak �Qk)�Q where k > 1, or k = 1 and ~A1 6= ".



If B is not a properly nested implication, i.e. B = Q1 �Q, we do not reachour goal completely. But we can deal with these formulas by means of a simpleloop{check.De�nition 20. A chain in � from P1 to Pn is a list of implications P1�P2; P2�P3; : : :, Pn�1 � Pn where each formula Pi � Pi+1 is in � . The empty list is achain in � from P to P , for every P .Lemma 21. Suppose there is a chain in � from P1 to Pn. If � ) P1 is deriv-able, then so is � ) Pn. utDe�nition 22. An atomic formula P1 is called signi�cant for � ) P if thereis a chain from P1 to P in � .Lemma 23. Let P1�P2 2 � . If P2 is signi�cant for � ) Pn, then so is P1. utNow we give an alternative construction of a counter{model.Lemma 24. Let a sequent � ) P and a list of Kripke tree models ~K be given.Let L be the set of all atomic formulas signi�cant for � ) P . Suppose L\� = ;and K0  � for each K0 in ~K. Furthermore, suppose that for each properlynested implication ( ~A1 �Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak �Qk)�Q in � where Q is signi�cantfor � ) P , there is a K0 2 ~K such that K0 is a counter{model to � ) Q. ThenK := (T �left(~K)�L; ~K) is a counter{model to � ) P , where T�left(~K) denotesthe intersection of the labels of the roots of ~K.3Proof. First note that K is a Kripke tree model by Lemma 1. Furthermore, wehave K 6 P , since P 2 L. It remains to show K  � . Assume B 2 � .Case B is atomic. By assumption B =2 L and K0  B, i.e. by de�nitionB 2 �left(K0) for each K0. Hence B 2 T�left(~K)� L.Case B = P1 � P2. Due to K0  � for each K0 and Lemma 2, we only haveto show that K  P1 implies K  P2. Assume K  P1. Then by de�nitionP1 2 T�left(~K) and P1 =2 L. The former is equivalent to K0  P1 for each K0. Byassumption K0  � , particularly K0  P1 � P2, it follows that K0  P2. HenceP2 2 T�left(~K). The latter is equivalent to P1 non{signi�cant. By Lemma 23,P2 is non{signi�cant as well, i.e. P2 =2 L.Case B = ( ~A1 �Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak �Qk)�Q is a properly nested implication:By Lemma 2 we only have to show that K  ~Ai �Qi for each i implies K  Q.Subcase Q is signi�cant. Then there is a K0 so that K0 is a counter{model to� ) Q. Since K0  B and K0  ~Ai �Qi for each i using monotonicity, we getK0  Q. This yields absurdity by K0 6 Q and hence K 6 ~Ai �Qi.Subcase Q is not signi�cant, i.e. Q =2 L. Assume that K  ~Ai � Qi for eachi. By monotonicity K0  ~Ai �Qi for each K0 and for each i. By the assumptionK0  � , particularly K0  B, it follows K0  Q. Hence Q 2 T�left(~K) � L, i.e.K  Q by de�nition. ut3 To avoid running into in�nite sets, we interpret T�left(") as the set of all atomicformulas occurring as sub{formulas in � ) A. Here a more elegant approach wouldbe to work with (L; ~K)  P i� P =2 L instead.



In the previous section, the labelling of the nodes was minimal in the sensethat each label has to contain at least all atomic formulas in � .By monotonicity the label must be included in T�left(~K). Furthermore, thelabel must not contain any signi�cant atomic formula. Hence, now the labellingis maximal. The advantage of this labelling is that the trees are smaller, sincethere are fewer possibilities to enlarge the label. To see this, note that a Kripketree model with each node having identical labels is equivalent to the leaf withthe same label; hence enlarging the label is essential.Now we give the alternative proof of decidability.Theorem 25. Each sequent � ) P has a derivation or a counter{model.Proof. We proceed by progressive induction on w(� ).Case. There is a signi�cant Q in � . Then there is a chain from Q to P in �by de�nition. Lemma 21 provides a suitable derivation.Case. For a partition � = �1; B; �2 where B = ( ~A1�Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak�Qk)�Q is a properly nested implication and where Q is signi�cant, the inductionhypothesis on ~Ai; �1; Qi � Q;�2 ) Qi yields a derivation for each 1 � i � k.Since L3-�� preserves derivability, we obtain a derivation of � ) Q. Lemma 21yields a derivation of � ) P as required.Remaining case. � has no signi�cant atom and for each partition � =�1; B; �2 where B = ( ~A1 � Q1) � : : : � ( ~Ak � Qk) � Q is a properly nestedformula and where Q is signi�cant, the induction hypothesis yields a counter{model to ~Ai; �1; Qi�Q;�2 ) Qi for an i. Since L3-�� preserves counter{models,this is also a counter{model to � ) Q. Let ~K be all these counter{models. ByLemma 24, (T�left(~K)� L; ~K) is a counter{model to � ) P . utAgain we extract an algorithm from this proof. It successively picks up eachproperly nested formula ( ~A1�Q1)� : : :� ( ~Ak �Qk)�Q where Q is signi�cant,and applies the algorithm recursively to ~Ai; �1; Qi �Q;�2 ) Qi until all recur-sive calls are successful. In this case we get a derivation, otherwise we obtain acounter{model. Pruning as described in Sect. 5 is possible here as well.Since treating the whole fragment would go beyond the limit of space, wehave to omit this.7 ConclusionWe have seen that developing an algorithm by extracting a program from a proofis not only possible, but even easier than proving that a given algorithm is soundand complete. The reason is that we work with the computational content of therules rather than with their operational semantics. In that way, we presented anew aspect of Hudelmaier's work [7].8 ImplementationThe �{part of the proof of Theorem 16 is already implemented in the formal sys-temMinlog [10]. In this system, we can use the modi�ed realisability method to
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